THE FUTURE OF
SHOPPING

A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A FUTURE CONSUMER
You make plans to virtually try on new looks at a local store event with friends.
You whip together a party in minutes by having items sent to your home by drone.
You find that coveted birthday gift for your kids with just a few clicks and it lands on your
doorstep.

Schlepping bags through a crowded mall will become so 2017.

Title/Heading
THE FUTURE
OF THE SHOPPING CENTRE

The successful spaces of the future are places people
want to visit.
They give people a reason to be there – and if they’re
spending their time somewhere, they’re usually
spending money too.

SOURCE: INSIDETRENDS.COM

UNBEATABLE EXPERIENCES

NICHE OFFERINGS

Shopping malls know they need to offer something you
can’t ignore or get through a screen; music arenas,
physical excitement, Instagram & VR areas to draw
crowds, & even convenience

Creating a location that is built around and interest of
way of life could help shopping centres maintain
relevancy in the future. EG: sports, wellness & fitness,
luxury market etc

NEW MODELS

TECH POWERED

One way we’re seeing shopping centres adapt to
changes in shopping habits is by trialling new models.
Perhaps the biggest of these is the curation of dedicated
pop-up style spaces in malls that host a revolving range
of brands. Eg: Store-Within-a-Store formats such as
flagship dept. stores, container stores, and online-tophysical showcase pop-ups. Neighbourhood Goods has a
partner app allowing shoppers to course info on brands,
message staff & have products brought to them to test
and buy.

Tech might be changing how we shop online, but for
many of the biggest malls it’s also becoming important
to their physical spaces. This ranges from basic customer
convenience like Wi-Fi and mobile charging spaces to
tech that helps with discovery or ties in with the centre’s
ecommerce offering. Some mall owners are working to
empower their tenants with better tech capabilities as
well. Time and cost involved in innovation may have
been offputting, but shopping centres are often better
off with a low-investment and iterative approach.
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WESTFIELD: DESTINATION 2028
Hanging sensory gardens, AI-infused walkways and dedicated wellness initiatives will be
integral parts of the shopping centre of the future, according to a new vision unveiled by
Westfield.

Tech will enable what Westfield is calling the ‘Extra-perience’ to provide customers with
more information for their visit. Eye scanners will recommend personalised fast-lanes
around the centre, while magic mirrors and smart changing rooms will show shoppers a
virtual reflection of themselves wearing a variety of clothes and accessories.
Further innovations will include smart loos that can detect hydration levels and
nutritional needs, and reading rooms granting visitors access to every book ever written.
Stores will evolve into platforms where brands can connect with their customers via
‘classroom retail’, showcasing the makers and processes behind any product.
Leisure and entertainment will become central in attracting the next generation of
visitors, with stage areas hosting a series of showpiece interactive activities and events.
Westfield predicts that rental retail will become the norm for post-millennials, who will
be able to rent everything from clothes to exercise gear. Additionally, more temporary
retail, pop-ups and co-working spaces will emerge
“We’ll continue to work closely with brands to deliver innovative retail spaces that create
the ideal environment for them and our visitors – including developing technologies that
converge digital and physical shopping to enhance that Extra-perience in state-of-the-art
surroundings.” – Myf Ryan, CMO at Westfield UK & Europe

SOURCE: FORBES.COM | fashionnetwork.com
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Some of these ideas are already in testing at Westfield London, where a new outdoor
space event is launching this summer. The centre’s £600 million expansion will also see
the opening of Europe’s largest Japanese food hall, and the first super tech indoor minigolf experience.

HOW WE’LL BE SHOPPING IN 10 YEARS…
Given retail’s steady migration to mobile and e-commerce, we can continue to expect hyper-customized concierge and on-demand
services, and so-called “consutainment” - the integration of ultra-convenience, consumption, and entertainment.

YOUR KITCHEN WILL RESTOCK
ITSELF

KNOW EXACTLY WHAT’S IN
STOCK WHERE

In the not-so-distant future, your pantry
will literally order your products for you.
sc

A new feature from Google Home allows
people to ask Google Assistant to find instock products at the closest store.

NO MORE JUGGLING
SHOPPING BAGS

DIGITAL DRESSING ROOMS &
CURATED EXPERIENCES

ROBOT CUSTOMER SERVICE

The Bonobos model may become more
common. The store doesn’t carry in-store
inventory. Instead, you try things on instore and pay for them, but Your
purchases get sent to your home.

In the future, heading to the store may
be like going to the movies instead of
watching at home. In-store only sales,
interactive screens, have products
delivered to dressing rooms etc

ULTRA-FAST DELIVERY
25% of consumers said that they would
abandon their orders if one-day delivery
wasn’t available

Seven out of 10 consumers expect
companies to have self-service options
on their sites, and 67% say they prefer
self-service.

“Every touchpoint — from digital to TV, radio and
social networks — will let shoppers complete
immediate purchases on the spot.”
- Greg Yevich,
co-founder and technology director of OperationROI

SOURCE: FORBES.COM
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TREND TO WATCH: SHOPS AS THEME PARKS
Retail spaces are starting to be used less as shop windows for the products
and more for the brands themselves. “We are seeing the physical shopping
space being used as inspirational spaces that enable consumers to
experience a brand on a deeper, physical level.”
The real leader here is the New York Samsung store, opened in 2016. Not a
single product can be bought in-store. Instead, the South Korean
electronics company uses the space as a ‘digital playground’ for customers
to simply try out its latest tech in, from immersive virtual reality tunnels to
workshops to help you craft the perfect selfie.
“Shopping is no longer doing what it used to do which is be a leisure
activity, providing that endorphin hit,” says Ayedoola. “I think a lot of that
has to do with the fact that a huge amount of it is now being eaten up by
online purchasing which has the problem of being functional but not fun.”

In-store skate
parks like at
the House of
Vans London
store

SOURCE: FASHIONBEANS.COM

The answer then is something that lies somewhere in between, something
that can appeal to an ever-growing millennial audience favouring
experience over the tangible. As long as the future is fun and tailored to
the customer’s needs, as it is online, it should find a way of wheedling itself
back into the minds and hearts of the millennial consumer
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THE E-COMMERCE LANDSCAPE IS GROWING…
49% of South African internet users visited an online retail store |47% of South African internet users searched online for a product or service to buy |29% bought something
online via any device in the past month

SOURCE: FLICKRLEAP.COM

There are currently 18.43 million ecommerce
users in South Africa, with an additional 6.36
million users expected to be shopping online
by 2021 and spending a predicted average of
189.47 USD online

Ave amount spent by South Africans was 146
USD on ecommerce purchases in 2017.
When people shop online, they often end up
spending slightly more than what they
perhaps would have in a physical
environment.

People are feeling confident to purchase
more expensive, larger items online. For
example, Takealot has included large
appliances to what they sell and international
flights and holidays are often purchased
online.

Preferred payment methods of online
shoppers in South Africa as of August 2017:
credit card (45%), debit card (21%), bank
transfer (20%), PayPal (7%) and other (8%)

As much as 18% (out of 29%) of South
African internet users bought something
online via mobile phone in the past month,
so having a mobile-friendly online store is
important. Since many South Africans are
using their mobile phones to shop online

The three most popular online shopping
categories for South African consumers who
shop online were clothing/apparel (53%),
entertainment/education
(digital/downloadable) (51%) and event
tickets (51%).

Something else South Africans like to
purchase online is fast food (Fin24, 2017),
hence the popularity of Mr D Food and
UberEats.

28% of respondents shop online in the
evening after work hours (from 6 to 9pm)
and 25% shop from 9am to 12pm. But the
report highlights that people really shop at all
hours, which is the one key advantage of
online shopping.

Spending online increases over Christmas
and when there are seasonal sales. The
growing popularity of Black Friday, and its
related Cyber Monday, is also becoming a
period of high spending online for South
Africans.
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S U R PRI SI NG FAC TS A B OUT
H OW PEOPLE AC T UALLY B U Y
GOING
C LOT HES & S H OES
GREEN

MYTH: Shopping has become truly omnichannel.
FACT: Most journeys are still overwhelmingly single-channel, though this is changing.
While omnichannel is growing in importance, 83% of shopping journeys still happen within a
single channel — overwhelmingly in traditional stores, which account for almost 80% of apparel
purchases today.
MYTH: The sales channel doesn’t matter.
FACT: When consumers purchase online, they tend to buy more.
Shopping journeys concluding in online purchases have baskets that are 25% larger, on average.
When someone first visits a physical store and then purchases online, the effect is even more
pronounced: Baskets are 64% larger. One reason why is that free shipping often comes with a
minimum basket size, so customers often select extra items to reach this threshold. Another is the
greater product range available.

MYTH: Online shopping is about instant gratification.
FACT: Online journeys tend to be longer than in-store.
Consumers actually take more time online than when shopping in physical stores - 57% of shopping
journeys that conclude with an online purchase begin with a consumer either first looking at another
website (29%), visiting a brick-and-mortar store (15%), or both (13%) before ultimately transacting
online through any particular retailer. This means that online shoppers are doing a lot of comparison

MYTH: The retailer doesn’t matter.
FACT: Spend is dramatically higher at brand stores and websites than in multibrand stores.

Retail has been constantly reinventing itself, and participants race to keep up
with what feels like a series of epic shifts in consumer preferences.
Retailers need to look beyond the buzz surrounding retail and instead focus
on specific aspects of consumer behavior if they hope to improve their
businesses and drive growth.

SOURCE: HARVARDBUSINESSREVIEW.COM

Direct-to-consumer brand stores and websites generate revenues 86% higher than purchases of those
same brands elsewhere. A specific store or site may make a brand feel more valuable and
differentiated to customers, inducing them to spend more than they would otherwise. Direct-toconsumer channels also help to develop (or maintain) a brand’s image.

MYTH: Consumers always want something new.
FACT: Very often, they are happy to rebuy the same or a similar item.
Success could mean finding consumers that like a product and reselling it to them, and not always
trying to reinvent the wheel. The customer, not the product, should come first.

T H E 5 M O S T I M P O R TA N T T R E N D S T H AT W I L L S H I F T R E TA I L ' S
BALANCE OF POWER IN 2019

THE VIRTUAL MALL

Roughly 49% of all first product
searches start on Amazon. Add
Google to the mix, and this figure
grows to eighty-five percent. The
physical store as a means of find,
seek, and destroy product
acquisition is dead. When
consumers know explicitly what
they want, when they are in the
mindset of wanting to search and
to buy, that activity is now the
purview of a only a select few.
Search and discovery are now two
entirely different constructs, where
in the past they were always one
and the same.

RISE OF SOCIAL
COMMERCE
Social networks know what we like,
on what we comment, what events
we memorialize, and even how
long we linger; As a result, social
networks have the potential to
know what consumers want better
than they know themselves. It is
why Facebook has gone after
Instagram shopping, continues to
build out its marketplace, and just
last week launched direct-toconsumer video shopping. It is also
why Amazon has fooled around
with its own social play, Amazon
Spark, & has formed visual search
partnerships with Snapchat.

POP-UP RETAIL

No one retailer or experience owns
discovery at this point in time.
Digital stores are in a position to
offer inspiration, Convenience, and
Immediate Gratification as well as if
not better than stores can.
Fulfillment can happen on one's
own schedule, and the browser in
and of itself is a unique commercial
experience from one individual to
the next. Experience factor is why
we have seen the rise of pop-up
retail recently, the idea being to
give consumers a more tactile
experience around what they
cannot comprehend within the
digital sphere alone.

CHECK-OUT FREE
RETAIL
Checkout-free retail means less
payroll, less inventory, and less
theft for retailers and a faster and
more convenient shopping
experience for consumers in the
long-run. It will be a key ingredient
that separates the winners from
the losers in the future landscape
of retail. Checkout-free innovation
is coming and, more importantly,
that it is a concept that will make
the economics of the flurry of popup retailing work at some point
down the road as well.

MICROWAREHOUSING
Micro-warehousing is the
operational dynamic that brings
omnichannel retailing to life. It
facilitates everything discussed
above so that retailers do not need
to concern themselves with where
the buying actually occurs -- that is,
either online or within a store.
Micro-warehousing is the bringing
to fruition of the belief that buying
and shopping no longer have to be
one and the same thing. The best
way to think about microwarehousing and the cognitive split
between buying and shopping is to
imagine an IKEA. IKEA already
separates its back-of-house and
front-of-house operations.

The store of the future is not just a linear, physical experience anymore. The store of the future is omnichannel. It is non-linear in its touch points and also the perfect blend of
physical, digital, and human infrastructure, all working in concert to celebrate shopping, no matter where one finds him or herself, and in a world where buying is forever
unhinged from shopping.
SOURCE: FORBES.COM
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WHAT DO
SHOPPERS WANT FROM MALLS?
In a poll of more than 1,000 U.S. consumers, half said they want more food and
beverage options in shopping centers, ahead of leisure and entertainment venues
(40%), medical/health clinics (28%), personal care services (26%) and gyms/fitness
centers (25%). The latter category was most popular with millennial respondents,
while baby boomers were most likely to desire more dining establishments.
Malls today are increasingly offering destinations for visiting foodies: New York’s
recently opened Hudson Yards shopping center features a counter-serve Milk Bar
outpost and a massive Spanish food hall from José Andrés, while Florida’s
redesigned Aventura Mall now boasts Luke’s Lobster, Trópico Cuban Kitchen
(coming soon), The Little Beet and Figs Pizza + Pasta Bar by Todd English, the
celebrity chef. These updated dining concepts meet shoppers where they’re already
spending their money.

More than half of shoppers – 70 percent – would like to see malls become engaging
shopping centers with a combination of stores and entertainment options. The top
three reasons people go to malls include visiting department stores, browsing, and
visiting specialty shops, according to the report.
A survey from PricewaterhouseCoopers found that Millennials prefer to split their
shopping time evenly between online and physical stores, Business Insider reports.
Gen Z shoppers between the ages of 13 and 21 prefer to shop in stores, citing “fun
experiences” and “live events” as the top reasons for visiting malls.

SOURCE: FOOTWEARNEWS.COM | BIZJOURNALS.COM
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DRIVING FOOT TRAFFIC
MALLS ADD ACTIVITIES TO DRIVE TRAFFIC

MALLS EMBRACE GYMS TO DRIVE FOOT TRAFFIC

Mall owners are spending billions to keep shoppers coming in although they
increasingly prefer to shop online. As traditional retailers shut their doors amid
declining sales, malls are filling empty spaces with experience-based businesses like
bowling alleys, high-end restaurants and movie theaters.

The number of gyms leased in malls doubled over the past five years, CNBC
reported. In the first half of 2017, fitness studios occupied 17 percent of the retail
space leased by the most active retail tenants, according to commercial real estate
information and marketing firm CoStar.

“The mix of uses at our malls is changing,” CBL Properties CEO Stephen Lebovitz
told The Washington Post. “It’s becoming less apparel and more dining, more
entertainment, more service, more fitness, wellness — the types of categories that
are more popular.”

As shoppers turn more to online purchasing, mall owners are seeking different
ways to engage consumers. Faced with the prospect of filling empty stores when
large retail tenants move out, malls that once shunned gyms are turning to fitness
centers to drive foot traffic.

For example, CBL opened a bowling alley and an indoor trampoline park at its
CoolSprings Galleria mall outside of Nashville.

Mall owners hope that gyms will bring in one-stop shoppers who will browse for
apparel before they work out or feel they’ve earned a stop at the food court after.
For example, Minnesota-based LifeTime Fitness, a chain that offers not only
workouts but other services including cafes, salons and spas, is aggressively
targeting locations in shopping centers

SOURCE: FOOTWEARNEWS.COM | BIZJOURNALS.COM
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IS EXPERIENTIAL RETAIL DELIVERING FOR SA MALLS?
In its research, MSCI’s analysis classified the 65 unique merchandise categories as either
Convenience or Experiential. “Convenience retailers include service-focused tenants and
include retailers of hardware and food. Experiential categories include apparel, food
service, health & beauty among others,” it explains.
Malls larger than 25,000sqm have an increasing weighting of experiential retail categories.
The report reveals that since 2016, “Super-Regional” shopping centres (GLA of over
100,000sqm in size) have increased its share of experiential merchandise categories.
However, it adds that contrary to space allocation, convenience-focused categories in
Super Regional and Regional mall segments have outperformed experiential categories
with regards to trading density growth.
While the study shows large-format centres have been allocating more space to
experiential retail categories, it notes that “there isn’t yet evidence to suggest that an
overweight allocation to experiential GLA translates into superior trading density growth or
investment returns”.

According to the report by MSCI titled Experiential vs Convenience Malls – Tenant
mix driving mall strategy?, which examined the changes in tenant categories over
the last 3 to 5 years, South Africa’s weak economic fundamentals and consumer
confidence, coupled with high levels of competition, has seen landlords reexamine their tenant mix in order for their malls to remain relevant to its
catchment areas.

SOURCE: FASA \ FASTMOVING.CO.ZA

“This highlights the fact that it (experiential) is one of many factors that directly and
indirectly can affect property total return and its underlying components. In saying that,
the data suggests that convenience-focused categories in larger format retail may have
benefitted from the additional foot flow resulting from an improved experiential offering.”
A successful tenant mix strategy is one of many factors that could influence a mall’s longterm sustainability.

KEY OUTKAKES

Despite the rise in online shopping, malls
still offer unique advantages through
sociability, the ability to browse &
compare products across multiple
stores, and convenience related
requirements

Unique & brand-lead experiences,
entertainment based activities, the
wellness trend & a varied dining offering
are key foot count drivers that shoppers
can’t get online.

Experience doesn’t outweigh a strong
tenant mix just yet; they are
complimentary elements and mall
performance is still very much still
dependent on location and economic
pressure.

The role of the mall is no longer just a
linear physical function – it needs to
offer a blend of digital, physical &
experiential benefits and to innovate in
line with changing consumer needs a
quicker pace.

"Malls clearly still have a strong opportunity to innovate and better cater to consumer preferences.“
- Curtis Tingle, chief marketing officer at Valassis

SOURCE: FORBES.COM

